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On page 5, in the left column, first paragraph under “AML,” a gene name is misspelled. The correct gene name is “KMT2A (MLL).” The publisher regrets the error.
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In the published version of this manuscript in Table1: Family 7, pathogenic variant reported in TPRN as c.705_709dupCCTGC (p.R237PfsX215) is now corrected to c.701_705dupCTGCC (p.N236LfsX216); Family 52, pathogenic variant reported in TMC1 as c.1589_1590CT is now corrected to c.1589_1590delCT; Family 123, pathogenic variant in TMC1 reported as c.1080_1084delGATCA is now corrected to c.1083_1087delCAGAT, this variant has been previously reported by Kalay et al.; Family 1368, pathogenic variant in TMPRSS3 reported as c.1126G>A (p.G376S) is now corrected to c.1129G>A (p.G377S); Overall identified novel variant percentage is 53% instead of 54%. In Figure 3a, typo error for “TIME” is now corrected to “TMIE”. The authors regret the errors.